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Cricket Scoring Entries & Symbols 

Event Symbol 
Cross-off 

the Tally 
Notes 

Captain    This symbol is used wherever the Captain's name is 
recorded. 

Wicket-keeper †   This symbol is used wherever the Wicket-keeper's name is 
recorded. 

Wicket W None If a wicket falls to the Bowler's credit - no runs can be 
scored except for No-balls and Wides. 

No-runs • Dot None If no runs are scored enter a Dot in the Bowling analysis. 

Runs scored to 

the Striker's 

credit 

Numbers 

1 2 3 etc 

The runs 

scored 

All runs scored off the Striker's bat are entered as 
numerals. 

Enter the numerals in the Bowling analysis and in the 
Striker's line. 

No-ball - no runs  
1 for the 

No-ball 

In the Bowling analyses enter the No-ball symbol. 

One run is entered in the No-ball line of Bowling extras. 

No-ball - Runs 

scored to the 

Striker's credit 

   

 or  

1 for the 

No-ball 

plus the 

runs scored 

If runs are scored to the Striker's credit.  Numerals are 
inserted for each run scored off the bat. In the Striker's line 
enter the number of runs scored. 

In the Bowling analysis enter the No-ball symbol and insert 

the number of runs scored off the bat. One run only is 
entered in the No-ball line of Bowling extras. 

Wide - no runs  
1 for the 

Wide 

In the Bowling analysis, enter the Wide symbol. 

One run is entered in the Wide line of Bowling extras. 

Wide 

Runs scored 

º 

1 for the 

Wide plus 

the runs 

scored 

Enter the wide symbol plus a dot for each run scored in 
the Bowler's analysis.  

One run plus the runs scored are entered in the Wide line 
of Bowling extras. 

Byes 

Runs scored 

 
The runs 

scored 

In the Bowling analysis enter the Byes symbol.   

Enter the runs scored in the Byes line of Fielding extras. 

Leg-byes 

Runs scored  

The runs 

scored 

In the Bowling analysis enter the Leg-byes symbol.   

Enter the runs scored in the Leg-byes line of Fielding 
extras. 
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